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COINS IN RED ARE NEWEST ADDITIONS
SKU
4080501

PCGS #
Colonials
45355 1662 Small 2 Oak Tree Twopence, Massachusetts -- NGC MS63

3965801

45357 1652 3Pence Oak Tree, No IN on Obv -- PCGS XF40

3762206

3762205
SKU
4042401

587

1779 Rhode Island Brass Token - Wreath Below Ship - PCGS MS62

587 1779 Rhode Island Brass Token - Wreath Below Ship - NGC MS61
PCGS #
Copper (All Varieties)
1000 1793 Half Cent - PCGS MS64 BN

Price
Description
$16,500 Noe-30, W-240, Salmon 1-A, R.4. This distinctive variety shows the 166 in the date closely spaced, with a long-tailed 2 distant
to the right. The Noe-30 piece offered here is Uncirculated and well preserved. Both sides of this attractive Oak Tree
twopence exhibit olive-gold and russet toning with no distracting abrasions. The surfaces are satiny and pleasing. NGC Price
Guide...$22,000
$10,500 Mintage Unknown. Only 26 Certified. A superb example of this very rare variety. Rich toning emphasizes the light gray of the
lettering and central devices on this small-denomination piece. The obverse's central tree is distinct, as is the clear and bold
1652 / III on the reverse. PCGS Price Guide...$11,000
$5,750 Mintage Unknown. Only 18 certified with only 5 finer combined at both. service. This handsome Mint State piece has plenty
of original antique gold color beneath an overlay of mottled gray-brown patina. The side with Lord Both sides of this piece are
equally well defined with universally bold striking detail. Satiny in texture with an overall smooth appearance. Lustrous
greenish-yellow surfaces. MORE ABOUT THIS PIECE: The obverse of Rhode Island Ship medals depict the flagship of British
Admiral Lord Richard Howe and is anchored with the peripheral legend DE ADMIRALS FLAG van ADMIRAL HOWE 1779. The
reverse shows Aquidneck island as the central motif with three warships to the left, about two dozen troops on the island,
and soldiers fleeing in thirteen small boats to the right. The peripheral legend reads D'vlugtende AMERICAAN ENvan RHODE
YLAND Augt 1778. PCGS Price Guide...$6750
$3,500 Mintage Unknown. Only 16 certified between both services. Only one finer at NGC. PCGS Price Guide...$5250.
Price
Description
$125,000 C-3, B-3, R.3. Among the finest 1793 Cohen-3 half cents know. The golden-brown and olive-green surfaces are smooth and
glossy. The strike is precise throughout. The first year 1793 is important because it is the sole date of the Liberty Cap, Bust
Left type. PCGS Price Guide...$200,000

4080204

1235 1855 Braided Hair Half Cent -- PCGS MS64RD

$1,950

4061101

3641 1869 Two Cent Piece -- PCGS PR65RD

$1,950

25671403

2204 1899 Indian Cent -- PCGS MS67RD

$4,950

SKU
3985903

PCGS # 3-Cent Nickels & 3-Cent Silvers
3705 1858 3-Cent SIlver -- NGC PF65 CAC

Price
$6,250

4015204

83763 1867 Three Cent Nickel -- NGC PF67 Cameo

$2,950

3989304

93765 1869 Three-Cent Nickel - PCGS PR65 DCAM

$1,250

3879201
4015205

3766 1870 3-Cent Nickel -- PCGS PR66
3773 1877 Three Cent Nickel -- PCGS PR66 CAC

$950
$3,500

4063405
4065102
SKU
4080803

3779 1883 Three Cent Nickel -- PCGS PR64
3786 1889 Three Cent Nickel -- PCGS PR67 CAC
PCGS #
Nickels (All Varieties)
3817 1866 Rays Shield Nickel -- NGC PF67 Cameo

Rarity-1. A radiant example of this late half cent issue with blazing peach-pink surfaces and a swath of darker violet patina on
the reverse. Nicely struck at the centers.
Mintage...600. Gem Red proof examples of the 1869 two cent piece are scarce. This coin displays full detail and deeply
mirrored fields. The fully Red surfaces have deep copper-orange and cherry color, with lighter golden hues across the central
reverse. PCGS Price Guide...$2250
Only 2 Finer Known. Coppery-gold coloration and swirling, frosty luster are sure to please collectors looking for this superb
premium 19th century type coin. The ribbon diamonds and feathers are needle-sharp. PCGS Price Guide...$6750
Description
Mintage...100. cobalt-blue and lilac toning adorn bright, well-preserved surfaces on this Gem specimen. The design elements
exhibit the result of an exquisite strike. Tough to find this nice. Well deserving of the CAC sticker. NGC Price Guide in
PF65...$8500. In PF66...$14,750.
Mintage...625. Pop 5. Only 1 Finer. Sharp and Attractive. Cameo proofs are in the minority throughout the three cent nickel
series, and this is an exceptionally nice example. NGC Price Guide...$5625. CDN Retail...$5310.
Mintage...600. Untoned apart from the lightest golden tinting on the obverse, stark field to device contrast dominates the
appearance of this beautiful Deep Cameo Gem. PCGS Price Guide in PR65DC...$1250. In PR66DC...$1750

...
Only a handful finer. A KEY Proof Only date in this series, and from a small mintage of 510 to boot! This is a very eye
appealing and original looking PQ GEM with flashy reflective mirrors that delight the eye and the frosted reliefs stand out
boldly from the fields. PCGS Price Guide in PR66...$4500. In PR67...$7500.
$320
Nice near gem piece.
$1,000 Mintage...3436. Only three finer at PCGS. Final Year of the series. PCGS Price Guide in PR67...$1050. In PR68...$7500.
Price
Description
$11,500 None Finer. The Proof mintage of this historic "First Year of Issue" is estimated at only 600. This is an exquisite survivor from
the United States Mint's Five-Cent Nickel series. Untoned silver white surfaces allow strong contrast between frosty devices
and mirrored fields. Fully struck throughout with amazing visual appeal. NGC Price Guide...$16,900

All information provided is for reference only. Please verify with your own sources when discussing with your customers.
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4015206

83822 1868 Shield Nickel -- NGC PF67 Cameo

$4,250

3989305

3824 1870 Shield Nickel -- NGC PF66 CA

$1,400

4018504

83828 1874 Shield Nickel -- NGC PF67+ Cameo

$4,500

4015101

3827 1873 Shield Nickel Closed 3 -- PCGS PR67

3774703
3989307

3884 1886 Liberty Nickel -- PCGS PR66
3942 1919-D Buffalo Nickel -- PCGS MS65

4018503

3946 1920-S Buffalo Nickel - PCGS MS65

3843902

3948 1921-S Buffalo Nickel -- NGC MS66

3989308

3948 1921-S Buffalo Nickel -- PCGS MS65

$8,400

3837716

3952 1924-D Buffalo Nickel -- PCGS MS65

$3,250

4018505

3952 1924-D Buffalo Nickel -- PCGS MS65 CAC

4028401
4017203

3955 1925-D Buffalo Nickel -- PCGS MS66 CAC
3959 1926-S Buffalo Nickel -- PCGS MS65

SKU
4422287

PCGS #
Half Dimes (All Varieties)
11020 1792 Half Disme -- PCGS VF25

3988501

4279 1832 Capped Bust Half Dime -- PCGS MS66

3988512

4280 1833 Capped Bust Half Dime -- NGC MS66

4061001

4332 1843 Seated Liberty Half Dime -- NGC MS68

4028402

4438 1859 Seated Liberty Half Dime -- NGC PF66+

Mintage...600. Pop 5 None Finer. Examples are rare at the lofty Superb Gem level, with or without a Cameo designation.The
motifs and legends are icy, and the fields are prominently reflective. The strike is sharp, and cameo contrast is outstanding.
CDN Retail Price Guide...$5000.
Mintage...1000. None Finer. With full striking detail, bold cameo contrast and lovely iridescent gold toning, there is much to
recommend this Gem to the quality-conscious type collector. NGC Price Guide...$1450.

Mintage...700. Finest Known. The eye appeal of this Superb Gem ia delightful. The design elements are sharply detailed and
frosty, providing noticeable cameo contrast with the deeply reflective fields. Impeccably preserved. No Price Guide
Information.
$2,900 Mintage...1100. Pop 5, None Finer. A stunning and marvelously toned SUPERB GEM! Among the FINEST graded by PCGS.
Beautiful rainbow toning shows off the whole spectrum of color on the reverse. The reverse has a tinge of rainbow toning.
The mirrors are very reflective on the obverse and the eye appeal is exceptional!
$1,200 Mintage...4290; PCGS Price Guide...$1,200
$3,850 Satin mint luster glistens over well-preserved, nickel-gray surfaces of this sharp 1919-D nickel. Only 20 finer between both
services. PCGS Price Guide...$5000
$8,500 The 1920-S is scarce relative to its Philadelphia cousin. Examples with coruscating luster are rarely seen. This lustrous and
unmarked Gem displays iridescent butter-gold and powder-blue patina. The centers are well struck. PCGS Price
Guide...$12,500.
$13,500 None finer certified by NGC. The 1921-S is both a low-mintage issue with only 1.5 million struck and it is one of the premier
strike rarities in the series. The mint luster is frosted, as usual, and each side displays rich reddish toning with occasional bits
of lilac interspersed. The all-important strike is strongly brought up on each side. NGC Price Guide...$22,400
This Buffalo nickel offers exceptional quality and eye appeal for this key date Roaring Twenties issue. The strike is full, both in
the centers and at the borders, with razor sharp detail to even the most intricate design elements. Lustrous surfaces are silky
smooth in appearance, adorned with lovely iridescent golden-apricot toning. PCGS Price Guide....$10,500.

Charming pinkish-silver surfaces are lightly toned over smooth satin luster. The 1924-D is one of the scarcest Denver Mint
Buffalo nickels in Mint State. This is a truly memorable survivor, uncommonly bold in strike and preserved with great care.
PCGS Price Guide...$3600. Numismedia Retail...$4260.
$3,250 Buffalo nickel enthusiasts know that branch issues from the twenties are challenging, especially in XF and better grades. This
lustrous Gem is close to brilliant, but shows glimpses of golden toning here and there. PCGS Price Guide In MS65...$3600. In
MS66...$18,750.
$12,500 PCGS Price Guide in MS66...$12,500; None Finer at PCGS
$88,000 None Finer at PCGS. Old Green Holder. This is an amazing, conditionally rare survivor of a key date Buffalo nickel.
Handsomely toned surfaces exhibit somewhat mottled antique silver and rose-orange patina. Even more vivid undertones of
iridescent champagne-apricot, salmon pink and sea green provide truly exceptional eye appeal. The surfaces are smooth and
lustrous, and the strike offers sharp detail throughout. PCGS Price Guide...$120,000.
Price
Description
$85,000 Mintage...1500. Less than 100 known. Historic First Year of the Denomination. Deep dove-gray toning consistently drapes
both sides of this desirable early Federal silver issue. The eagle has relatively sharp definition on the tail feathers and the left
(facing) wing affirms that the piece has avoided heavy circulation wear. Liberty's curls at the top of the head and above the
shoulders retain splendid inner detail. The peripheral legends are sharp. Tradition has it that these pieces came from
President Washington's silver, and were dispersed by Washington himself. There is little doubt that the issue was referred to
by Washington in his November 6 address to Congress, when he mentioned the "small beginning in the coinage of halfdismes." PCGS Price Guide...$90,000
$3,400 What a sharply struck GEM! Every detail on the obverse is razor sharp in definition. Light attractive toning. Only 14 Finer at
PCGS. PCGS Price Guide...$4500
$3,100 This Premium Gem Bust type coin has peach-gold, ocean-blue, rose-red, and cream-gray toning. HIGH END for sure! NGC
Price Guide...$5250
$8,900 Single Finest Certified. The present boldly struck Superb Gem exhibits vibrant rose-red, cobalt-blue, and gunmetal-gray
periphery toning on the reverse. The obverse is dappled in medium navy-blue and magenta shades. An interesting triangleshaped strike-through (as coined) is noted on the obverse rim near 6 o'clock. No NGC Price Guide Information available. CDN
Price Guide for a common Date...$10,000.
$3,500 NGC Price Guide in PF66...$4,700; in PF67...$15,500; Mintage: 800
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3988513
SKU
3879717

4438 1859 Seated Liberty Half Dime -- NGC PF65
PCGS #
Dimes (All Varieties)
4461 1796 Draped Bust Dime -- NGC MS63

$1,950

Mintage...800. A needle-sharp Gem with smooth, glassy fields. Peach-gold, lavender, and ocean-blue toning graces both
sides. NGC Price Guide...$2850
Price
Description
$29,500 JR-3. Rarity-5. The finer of only two known examples of the JR-3 terminal die state, and a condition census representative of
the variety as a whole. Beautifully toned in even steel gray patina, with iridescent pale gold undertones. The strike is bold and
sharp in all areas, and the underlying satin luster is vibrant. As a type, the Draped Bust Small Eagle Dimes are the most
challenging of the entire denomination to acquire, especially in higher grades. At the top of the condition census, this dime is
a specialist's delight. NGC Price Guide...$42,500.
$11,500 Only 3 Finer Known certified by NGC. Scarce Near-Mint. Desirable as the last year of the eighteenth century and as a
substantially scarcer issue overall, the attractive surfaces make this an especially appealing specimen to any early dime
cabinet. Nicely centered and well executed in strike, both sides exhibit overall bold definition within uniformly denticulated
borders. A smooth and inviting piece.

3741005

4470 1800 Draped Bust Dime -- NGC AU58

3843903

4470 1800 Draped Bust Dime -- PCGS MS62

$22,000 JR-2, R.5, MS62 PCGS. Just two die marriages exist for the 1800 dimes, both share the same obverse with different reverses.
All Mint State 1800 dimes are rarities. This MS62 example is exceeded by only a handful of specimens at PCGS. Dappled
amber-gold toning intermixes with lilac and bright-silver areas on the obverse, while the reverse is a bit more toned in the
same shades. A strong strike on the devices. This lightly toned example offers nice eye appeal and is an important opportunity
for the advanced early dime specialist. Population 3 in 62, 4 finer (10/18). PCGS Price Guide...$22,000,

4480 1807 Draped Bust Dime w/ Heraldic Eagle, Type 2, JR-1 -- NGC MS65

$29,500 This Gem is far finer than most survivors. The strike is bold and all other details are sharp. Both sides have impressive luster
with full mint frost, beneath gorgeous iridescent toning. The surfaces are pristine. While a small number of numerically finer
coins have been certified, the date collector or specialist will do well to consider this piece, presenting exceptional eye
appeal. 2 Finer Certified at NGC; CDN Price Guide...$39,900; Numismedia Price Guide...$35,630
$16,750 JR-1, the only known dies. Sporting a subtle vanilla hue across both sides and the central design elements are boldly to
sharply rendered to allow full appreciation of this classic early Mint design. Prominent clash marks in the obverse field are
as made, and there are no detracting blemishes to call into question the validity of the impressive near-Gem grade
assigned by PCGS. The final issue in the Draped Bust dime series, and always in demand to represent the Heraldic Eagle
reverse design in type sets, the 1807 is a strong performer in all grades. In the finer Mint State grades, as here, this issue is
scarce to rare, especially relative to the demand that such pieces enjoy among today's quality conscious collectors. PCGS
Price Guide in MS64...$16,500. In MS65...$42,500.
$15,900 JR-1, R.4. The only die marriage for this scarce date, which boasts a mintage of just 51,065 pieces. Diagnostics for JR-1 include
a "Scarface" die break on Liberty's cheek, a center dot (perhaps from a compass point) at the top of her neck, and a slightly
softer strike on UNITED than the remainder of the legends. This is a splendid example with medium forest-green, goldenbrown, and lavender-gray toning. Above the E in AMERICA, a slender strike-through (as made) provides an identifier. NGC
Price Guide...$18,000
$6,250 Handsome pewter-grey surfaces splashed with pale blue and highlights of violet manifested on the reverse. Gracious and
pleasing soft luster surrounds the recessed areas of design. The devices are well struck exhibiting a bold relief. This is a high
grade example with exceptional eye appeal. PCGS Price Guide...$7500
$4,600 Delicate and attractive gold toning visits the obverse and reverse surfaces of this sharply defined JR-2 Gem, which exhibits
frosty silver luster and sensational eye appeal. A faint die crack travels upward from the obverse border at 6 o'clock, bisecting
the die. PCGS Price Guide...$7500.
$4,750 The Seated Liberty design was introduced in 1837, and the No Stars obverse was discontinued in 1838, making this issue
extremely important for type collectors. The reported mintage in 1837 was 682,500 pieces, including both the Large Date and
Small Date varieties. The Large Date is easily recognized by the flat topped 3. The present coin is a delightful Gem, with
sharply detailed devices and attractive blue and gold patina. NGC Price Guide...$6900
$2,500 In Gem condition, this date is decidedly rare, and the present example is especially attractive. Forest-green, gold, lilac, and
rose toning are a visual delight, and the design elements are sharp.
$2,600 Blast White. Satiny and brilliant surfaces are smooth and attractive with most design elements sharply struck. The 1874
Arrows dime is in constant demand by type coin specialists seeking to represent brief two-year design. Gem Mint State
examples of any Liberty Seated dime are desirable, and the Larry H. Miller specimen will make an appealing addition to
another high grade set. NGC Price Guide...$3500,
$1,950 Only one finer known at NGC. It's as good as it gets. Attractive rich and radiant luster on the obverse and mostly white reverse
can be found on this Premium gem Seated Dime. Well struck and fully detailed. NGC Price Guide...$2500.
$2,250 Only 4 finer. Very worthy of the CAC designation. Richly toned. NGC Price Guide in MS67...$3,550. In MS68...$15,700.

3312556001

4129711

4480 1807 Draped Bust Dime -- PCGS MS64+

4061011

4486 1809 Capped Bust Dime -- NGC MS64

4065103

4503 1825 Capped Bust Dime -- PCGS MS64+

4061002

4528 1836 Capped Bust Dime -- PCGS MS65

4061003

4561 1837 Seated Liberty Dime, No Stars Large Date -- NGC MS65

3728810

4579 1841 Seated Dime -- NGC MS65

4129705

4668 1874 Seated LIberty Dime - NGC MS65

4078203

4679 1876 Seated Dime -- NGC MS67

4065104

4691 1883 Seated Dime -- NGC MS67 CAC

All information provided is for reference only. Please verify with your own sources when discussing with your customers.
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4061103
3989309

4691 1883 Seated Dime -- NGC MS67
4776 1879 Seated Liberty Dime -- NGC PF67

$1,950
$2,100

None Finer at NGC. NGC Price Guide...$3550
Mintage...1100. Only Four Finer known. Originally and expertly preserved surfaces exhibit steel-blue and olive-gray
peripheral toning that yields to lighter champagne-apricot iridescence toward the centers. Associated by date with a low
mintage circulation strike issue, the 1879 is one of the more eagerly sought Proofs in the later Liberty Seated dime series. This
is a remarkable condition rarity that is sure to impress even the most discerning numismatist. NGC Price Guide...$2525

4121902

4816 1898-O Barber Dime -- PCGS MS65 CAC

$3,000

This 1898-O Barber dime displays satiny luster and well-preserved surfaces. Light golden toning accents the border regions. A
scarce issue in Gem condition with few pieces known finer. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$3500. In MS66...$6750.

3743102
4129707

4850 1909 Barber Dime -- NGC MS65
4855 1910-D Barber Dime - NGC MS65

$400
$1,350

4043902

4868 1915 Barber Dime -- PCGS MS67

4065105

4870 1916 Barber Dime -- NGC MS66 CAC

3839720
4061104
3706808
SKU
4065106
4042407

4889
4889
4915
PCGS #
5298
5303

1905 Barber Dime -- PCGS PR65
1905 Barber Dime -- PCGS PR67
1917-S Mercury Dime -- PCGS MS65FB
Twenty Cent Pieces
1875-S 20-Cent Piece -- PCGS MS65 CAC
1875 20-Cent - PCGS PR65

SKU
4121911

PCGS #
Quarters (All Varieties)
5426 1853 Seated Quarter with Arrows and Rays -- PCGS MS66

4121912

5426 1853 Seated Quarter with Arrows and Rays -- NGC MS66+

4018506

5442 1857 Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCSG MS66

3835502

5498 1875 Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCGS MS66 CAC

3762212
3762301
3988514

5498 1875 Seated Liberty Quarter --PCGS MS66
5500 1875-S Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCGS MS65
5501 1876 Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCGS MS66 CAC

3759203

5555 1859 Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCGS PR67 CAC

4061105

5555 1859 Seated Liberty Quarter -- NGC PF65

NGC Price Guide...$625
Lightly toned around the peripheries in pale champagne-pink, this otherwise brilliant example has full mint luster in a soft
satin texture. NGC Price Guide...$1600.
$1,650 Among the finest known. Fully lustrous with a softly frosted texture, the surfaces exhibit dominant iridescent toning in pale
pinkish-silver and champagne-gold. Splashes of warmer reddish-rose patina decorate the obverse periphery. Fully struck and
top of the pop! PCGS Price Guide...$2400.
$675
This CAC Premium Gem is well-struck with light attractive tones. A truly PQ example of the final year of the Barber dime. NGC
Price Guide in MS66...640. In MS67...$3000.
$800
Mintage...727. Beautifully rich toning. PCGS price Guide...$1000.
$1,750 Amazing color! Mintage...727. PCGS Price Guide...$2250.
$1,100 PQ. Very attractive gem with full bands. CDN Collectors Price Guide in MS65FB...$1190. In MS66FB...$1560.
Price
Description
$2,525 Medium Tones with CAC designation. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$2550. In MS66...$7500
$5,500 BF-1, R.1. First of Four Annual Issues. This Gem proof is one of those coins, featuring subdued mirrors under the rich bluesteel toning. PCGS Price Guide...$7500.
Price
Description
$24,000 Three numerically finer. Ex. Pogue Collection. In the late 1840s and early 1850s silver coins in circulation began to disappear,
as they were either hoarded or melted. The Mint tried to compensate by making large quantities of the gold dollar
denomination that began production in 1849, but smaller coins still were needed. By 1851 silver Seated coinage had all but
disappeared from circulation. The melt value of a Liberty Seated silver dollar rose to $1.034 by 1851. By 1853 the situation
was so dire that the net silver content of all silver coins was reduced. The Mint signified the silver reduction by placing arrows
on either side of the date on the affected coins, and a ring of rays on the reverse of the quarters. This is an attractively toned
piece whose fields are semi-reflective, which enlivens the mottled, multicolored toning seen across each side. Sharply
defined. PCGS Price Guide...29,500.
$29,500 This Premium Gem nearly ranks among the finest surviving examples. NGC and PCGS have combined to certify a mere 18
examples in MS66 (this is the only MS66+ at either service, and just six numerically finer examples (11/19). Both sides exhibit
a sharp strike with frosty silver luster at the centers, framed by rings of gold, russet, violet, and sea-green toning. The surfaces
are flawless. NGC Price Guide in MS66...$29,500. In MS67...$78,500.
$3,400 This is an attractive example with bright, semiprooflike fields on each side, giving the coin a well-balanced appearance. Each
side also displays light but noticeable reddish toning. PCGS Price Guide...$4900
$4,750 Only Three Finer certified by PCGS. The obverse exhibits a medley of violet, rose, and cobalt-blue patina, while the reverse
offers ice-blue centers that turn to mint-green, yellow, and reddish-orange at the rims. Glowing cartwheel luster shines
throughout. The design motif detail strong. A splendidly original Premium Gem. PCGS Price Guide in MS66...$2500. In
MS67...$10,000.
$2,250 NGC Price Guide...$3125
$2,500 Only four numerically finer at PCGS and NGC. PCGS Price Guide...$3250.
$2,150 Type Two Reverse. Orange-red and stone-gray toning enrich this crisply struck and lustrous representative. High-grade Seated
type coins are always in demand. CAC endorsed. Only eight finer at PCGS. PCGS Price Guide in MS66...$2400. In
MS67...$5000
$12,500 Mintage...800. Tied for the finest non-Cameo at PCGS. The 1859 is the first readily collectible proof issue in the Seated Liberty
quarter series. The Mint struck 800 pieces, and enough survive in the lower grades that this date is obtainable for many
collectors. High-grade pieces, however, are conditionally elusive, and are major rarities at the Superb Gem level. PCGS Price
Guide ...$15,000
$3,000 Mintage...800. Stunning tones. NGC Price Guide...$3000.
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4043903

5557 1861 Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCGS PR66

4061004
4080515

85559 1863 Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCGS PR65CAM
5574 1873 Seated Liberty Quarter with Arrows -- NGC PF68*

4043904

5575 1874 Seated Liberty Quarter with Arrows -- PCGS PR64

4061012

85575 1874 Seated Liberty Quarter with Arrows -- PCGS PR67 CAM

4065107

5583 1882 Seated Liberty Quarter -- NGC PF66 CAC

4063404

5586 1885 Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCGS PR66

4065108
4121904

5601 1892 Barber Quarter -- PCGS MS66 CAC
5635 1903-O Barber Quarter -- PCGS MS66

4042408

5635 1903-O Barber Quarter -- PCGS MS65

3870701
4061005

5637 1904 Barber Quarter -- PCGS MS66
5657 1910 Barber Quarter -- PCGS MS67

4065111
4080508
4065110

5662 1912 Barber Quarter -- PCGS MS64 CAC
5664 1913 Barber Quarter -- PCGS MS65 CAC
5682 1896 Barber Quarter -- PCGS PR67 CAC

3762214
3762215
4018507

5684 1898 Barber Quarter -- NGC PF67
5688 1900 Barber Quarter -- NGC PF67
5694 1908 Barber Quarter -- NGC PF68

4018508

5696 1910 Barber Quarter -- PF68 Cameo

4060103

5698 1912 Barber Quarter -- NGC PF68

4061013

5704 1916 Standing Liberty Quarter -- NGC MS66FH

SKU
3701502

PCGS #
Half Dollars (All Varieties)
6051 1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar -- NGC VG8

$4,900

Mintage...1000. None finer at PCGS. Scarce and conditionally rare. Extraordinary quality and eye appeal for a challenging
early Proof Liberty Seated quarter issue. Both sides are vividly toned, the peripheries display cobalt blue iridescence that
yields to lighter pink, apricot and olive-gray toward the centers. The strike is razor sharp throughout. PCGS Price
Guide...$6000.
$3,900 …
$27,500 Mintage...540. Finest Known. The fields are deeply reflective, and the obverse possesses warm russet and cobalt-blue
edging, with an elliptical area of brilliance over most of the portrait and part of the date. The reverse displays even steel-blue
patina that yields to copper-gold about the margins. NGC Price Guide...$38,500.
$2,050 Mintage...850. Glassy, mirrored fields beneath a dusting of iridescent silver-apricot and pale lilac toning. PCGS Price
Guide...$2250.
$13,500 Mintage...850. Tied for finest known. This date is conditionally rare at the Superb Gem level, and only a handful of coins in
this grade carry a Cameo designation. PCGS reports a single Deep Cameo coin, graded all the way down in PR63. The strike is
sharp throughout, and the deeply mirrored fields display lovely blue, mint-green, lilac, and sun-gold toning, consistent with
original proof set coins from this period. Eye appeal is outstanding, and the level of preservation is unsurpassed. PCGS Price
Guide...$18,500
$1,800 Mintage...$1100. CAC designation. Attractive Multi-color toning. This well-detailed Premium Gem displays reflective
surfaces under shades of cerulean-blue and champagne-gold patina. NGC Price Guide in PF66...$3350. In PF67...$4350.
$1,850 Mintage...930. Only three finer certified at PCGS. Beautifully rose toned with electric blue accents, this flashy and well-struck
Premium Gem appears perfect. PCGS Price Guide...$2000.
$1,200 CAC Designation. PCGS Price Guide in MS66...$1450. In MS67...$3000.
$4,400 Two Numerically Finer. This spectacular Premium Gem exhibits well-preserved lustrous surfaces, under attractive shades of
greenish-gold and lavender-gray toning. PCGS Price Guide...$5750
$3,250 This lustrous gem 1903-O Barber quarter is well-struck and has thick mint luster on each side. The obverse light pinkish-gold
and the reverse shows silver centers and pale violet at the rims. This issue is conditionally challenging in higher Mint State
grades. PCGS Price Guide...$3750.
$2,350 Only one finer at each grading services. PCGS Price Guide...$3250
$4,950 Tied for finest known. Both sides of this Barber Quarter exhibit attractive toning and mint frost. The strike is razor sharp. The
1910 is the third lowest mintage (2,244,000 coins) among Philadelphia Mint circulation strike Barber quarters. PCGS Price
Guide...$5500
$350
PCGS Price Guide in MS64...$425. In MS65...$700
$2,250 Numismedia Price Guide (CAC)...$2,930; PCGS Price Guide..$2,500
$3,000 Mintage...762. The surfaces of this Superb Gem Barber quarter are beautifully toned in overlapping swirls of champagne,
lilac, soft blue and golden shades that are a little more vivid on the obverse. The originality is beyond contestation, as is the
Superb Gem quality of the smooth, fully brought-up design features. Only eight finer. PCGS Price Guide in PR67...$3,350. In
PR68...$10,500.
$2,750 Mintage...735; NGC Price Guide...$5,500
$2,750 Mintage...912; NGC Price Guide...$4,800
$5,750 Mintage...545. This is one of the few survivors to have reached the PR68 level, and it is clear to see why. Unmarked surfaces
offer beautiful shades of dusky blue, violet, and rose-gold patina over each side, and the fields maintain terrific flashiness
beneath the toning. That the strike is full should come as no surprise. NGC Price Guide...$9000.
$5,950 Mintage...551. Bold mirrors beam from all over. Beautiful dusky golden patina on both sides with an eye-catching fielddevice effect. Miss Liberty and the details are fully struck and are thickly frosted. Truly a great value when compared to the
NGC Price Guide.NGC Price Guide...$14,250.
$6,750 Mintage...700. None Finer at NGC. Exceptional quality, both sides of this GEM are exceptionally well preserved. The mirrors
reflect through a rich layer of mottled multicolored toning. The obverse is particularly eye catching. The surfaces are smooth
and the mirrors offer a watery look. NGC Price Guide....$14,000!!!
$39,000 This representative is a notable coin within the MS66 Full Head grade, not only for its impeccably well-preserved, original
surfaces but also for the intense mint-fresh luster that enlivens both sides to a degree that is downright rare on the 1916
issue. Liberty's head shows the appropriate detail and a few minute ticks on the obverse around Liberty's outstretched arm
are almost inconsequential in the shadow of this coin's captivating cartwheel effect. Lovely pastel hues are illuminated on
each side in shades of lavender-blue, pale olive-gold, and lilac. A truly stand-out coin among the finer-known examples of this
coveted series key. NGC Price Guide...$62,500
Price
Description
$4,650 Gold and olive-gray patina in varying shades covers each side of the flowing hair Half Dollar. The all-important date 1794 is
clear. NGC Price Guide...$8750.
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4121906

39201 1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-105a -- NGC VF20

$11,500 T-3, R.6 Tompkins Die State 3. The rarer late die state of the Overton-105 die pairing, with a reverse crack from the dentils to
the first T in STATES, and another from the eagle's right (facing) wingtip to the rim. Die failure on the reverse weakens the
center, and on this piece the eagle's head is obscured by a combination of die buckle and wear. The remainder of the eagle is
defined, though, and the remnants of adjustment marks are visible. The obverse is better-defined in the center, showing a
bold and complete outline of Liberty's portrait. Old-time olive-green, gold, russet, and lilac-gray toning in the margins
surrounds golden-gray interior color. The coin is problem-free and appealing. NGC Price Guide Estimate...$18,500.

1601691001

6057 1796 Draped Bust Half Dollar 15 Stars - NGC VF20

$69,000 Mintage 934. Only 100 known. This coin represents the O-101 variety, with 15 obverse stars arranged in an 8 x 7 pattern
around the bust. The O-101 obverse was probably completed before June 1, 1796, when Tennessee joined the Union as the
16th state, but delivery warrants confirm no half dollars were struck until February of 1797. Observant numismatists noticed
the difference in star count at an early date. NGC Price Guide...$80,000.
$72,000 Mintage: 934. Here is a handsome, original coin toned in a base of warm antique silver patina. Both sides are further
enhanced by splashes of bolder charcoal-gray, golden-olive and, to a lesser extent, reddish-apricot toning. The strike is ideally
centered on the planchet, the borders fully and uniformly denticulated around both the obverse and reverse. All devices are
fully outlined with sharp detail in the protected areas of the design. PCGS Price Guide...$85,000
$47,500 O-101, T-1. Rarity-4 plus. 15 Stars. This lovely piece exemplifies the scarce earlier state of the O-101 dies, estimated to be
about twice as rare as the later one by Tompkins. A predominantly light silver gray example with warmer sandy-gold patina in
the protected areas. All devices are boldly outlined with this classic early U.S. Mint design. Mintage: 2984; PCGS Price
Guide...$55,000
$1,575 Overton 115. Pointed 6, Stem. PCGS price Guide in XF40...$1650. In XF45...$1950.
$17,000 The most appealing aspect of the present coin is its condition. This piece is attractively toned with lavender-gray interiors
and gold and sea-green border toning. PCGS Price Guide in MS63...$21,500.
$23,000 This coin is the finest known example of the O-123. The peripheral design elements are all sharply detailed. Vibrant mint
luster shines through vivid shades of cobalt-blue and golden-brown toning, creating exceptional eye appeal. NGC Price Guide
(non-variety)...$35,500
$4,900 NGC Price Guide...$6,000
$2,300 O-103, R.1. Although quite few higher grade examples are known, this piece has the eye appeal of a finer example and is an
excellent choice for a date or type collector. Both sides are nicely detailed with pleasing and lustrous medium gray surfaces
and hints of pale gold toning.
$2,300 Nice original piece. NGC Price Guide...$2625.
$4,200 The 1834 Capped Bust half dollar as a date is elusive in Gem condition and rare finer. This piece displays frosty luster with
russet and olive border toning that surrounds pearlescent interiors. NGC Price Guide...$5250
$22,500 Mintage unknown. Finest certified between both services. Perfect Dies. Judd-72 Design: A draped bust of Liberty facing left
wears a diadem and a hair ribbon inscribed LIBERTY. The date appears below the bust with 13 stars around. The reverse
presents an eagle with distinctive feathers, holding an olive branch and four arrows in its talons. The complete denomination
is expressed as HALF DOLLAR below the eagle with the statutory legend around. Struck in silver with a reeded edge and medalturn die alignment. Both dies are crisp with no evidence of die lapping, clash marks, cracks, or rust marks. Last traded in
Auction in 2013 for $24,675. No NGC price guide information available.

3967104

39262 1796 Draped Bust Half Dollar, Overton 102 16 Stars -- PCGS VF25

3967105

6060 1797 Draped Bust Half Dollar Small Eagle -- PCGS F12

4065113
4121913

39317 1806 Draped Bust Half Dollar -- PCGS XF40 CAC
6071 1806 Bust Half Dollar, Pointed 6 Stem -- PCGS MS63

41219144

6071 1806 Bust Half Dollar, Pointed 6 Stem -- NGC MS64

4028404
4042410

6159 1831 Capped Bust Half Dollar -- NGC MS65
6159 1831 Capped Bust Half, O-103 - NGC MS64

4042411
4061006

6159 1831 Capped Bust Half Dollar -- NGC MS64
6164 1834 Capped Bust Half Dollar -- NGC MS65

4065114

11282 1838 Capped Bust Half Dollar, J-72 -- NGC PF67

4042403

6280 1854-O Arrows Seated Half Dollar

4080211

6288 1856-O Seated Liberty Half Dollar (Doubled Date) -- PCGS MS65

3718909

6343 1873 Seated Liberty Half Dollar Arrows, Bold Doubled Die Obverse -- PCGS MS65 $8,750

$13,500 WB-101, Die Pair 33, R.3. This Premium Gem appears to be from the early die state before the die crack developed in the right
obverse field. This lovely example has frosty silver luster, bold design definition beneath dappled gold and steel toning at the
borders, and gold toning outlining the light silver-gray devices. PCGS Price Guide...$16,500.
$3,600 WB-9. Rarity-5. Late Die State. Doubled Date. This handsomely toned example is awash in blended copper-gray, olive, pale
rose and powder blue, the most vivid color reserved for the peripheries. Sharply struck by the standards of the issuing mint,
both sides also offer billowy mint luster and an exceptionally smooth appearance. PCGS Price Guide...$5,750
Small Arrows, Doubled Die Obverse, WB-109, FS-101, MS65 PCGS. This Small Arrows variety exhibits arguably the boldest die
doubled obverse in the entire Seated Liberty half dollar series. The doubling is easily seen on Liberty's gown folds, fingers,
and foot, as well as the scroll, and the shield stripes which exhibit four lines each instead of the normal three. This variety is
rare in Mint State, although the 1873 With Arrows half dollar is a rarity at the Gem grade level regardless of variety. This coin
displays soft, satiny luster beneath intermingled shades of burgundy-red, olive-green, and gunmetal-gray toning. The strike is
sharp making this an important piece for the advanced Seated half dollar specialist. PCGS Price Guide....$12,000.
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4015102

6361 1879 Seated Liberty Half Dollar -- NGC MS65 CAC

$3,300

4060104

6442 1881 Seated Liberty Half Dollar -- NGC PR66

$3,000

4043905

86443 1882 Seated Liberty Half Dollar -- NGC PF67 Cameo

$5,900

3835513

6461 1892 Barber Half Dollar (Tripled Die Reverse) -- NGC MS66

$3,300

3758302
3835514

6461 1892 Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65
6465 1893 Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS64

$1,495
$1,650

38011115
3762202

6465 1893 Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS66 CAC
6466 1893-O Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65

$3,600
$8,400

4043906

86469 1894-O Barber Half Dollar -- NGC MS65 PL

$6,750

3762216

6473 1895-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65

$4,100

3700807

6476 1896-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS64

$3,250

3636920

6482 1898-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65

$5,100

4077603

6488 1900-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS66

$9,500

44121909

6488 1900-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS64

$2,950

3662302

6493 1902-O Barber Half Dollar -- NGC MS65

$5,300

4080212

6495 1903 Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65

$4,950

3718914

6502 1905-O Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS66 CAC

3762217
3988502

6502 1905-O Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65 CAC
6502 1905-O Barber Half -- PCGS MS66

4061014

6504 1906 Barber Half -- NGC MS67

3835516

6507 1906-S Barber Half Dollar -- NGC MS65

Mintage...6361. Ex. Eric Newman Collection. Gorgeous, deep, and richly toned, this FRESH GEM has a great look, quality,
and originality. Like many of the 4,800 struck, the fields display a watery reflection. Coppery-orange, amber, and pale blue
accents come out in the light. Sharply struck on both sides, the definition is complete throughout. The eye appeal is
exceptional. Well deserving of the CAC designation. NGC Price Guide in MS65...$3700. In MS66...$5700.
Mintage...975. The design elements of this impressive Premium Gem are well-detailed, with reflective fields. Nice eye appeal
with shades of light gold and cobalt-blue toning. Only 7 finer. NGC Price Guide....$5650.
Mintage...1100. A delightful specimen with mottled toning that is most vivid around the peripheries. The devices are fully
struck, satiny in texture, and contrasted nicely against reflective fields. None numerically finer at either grading service. NGC
Price Guide...$15,000!
Tripled Die Reverse, Multicolor Toning. FS-801. Although undesignated as such on the NGC insert, this is the Cherrypickers'
variety with clear tripling of design elements throughout the reverse periphery. This lustrous and boldly struck Premium Gem
offers dappled forest-green and plum-red toning across much of both sides. Smooth aside from faint contact at the centers.
CDN Price Guide (Common Type)...$3180.
PCGS Price Guide...$1850
PCGS Secure. Nice wow factor here. A few hints of champagne-gold and violet toning enhance the outstanding eye appeal of
this attractive Choice specimen, with sharply detailed design elements and well-preserved lustrous surfaces.
PCGS Price Guide in MS66...$4,000; in MS67...$37,500
Ex: Friend. An incredible example with fully brilliant and frosty surfaces, white at the centers and toned in gold, blue, green,
and lilac closer to the borders. The strike is sharp for this early New Orleans issue. PCGS Price Guide..$9,500
There are only a few grading events for this issue in the proof-like category at PCGS and NGC combined. This is the finest one
known at NGC. Lightly toned in iridescent golden-gray, this flashy Gem allows ready appreciation of a highly reflective finish
in the fields. The design elements are frosty in texture, the interplay between the two providing strong cameo contrast. The
coin is sure to be eagerly received by advanced collectors of this challenging turn-of-the-century silver series. No Price Guide
Information.
This may well have been one of the first half dollars off the press at the San Francisco Mint in 1895. The strike is fully defined
on the stars, curls, talons, fletchings, and shield corner. Variegated toning is a shade lighter on the obverse compared to the
reverse, while frosty luster shines from underneath the patina on each side. The cheek and fields are clean. PCGS Price
Guide...$5,000; Numismedia Price Guide...$5,400
Like the 1896-S Barber quarter, this half dollar issue is a better date in the series. Examples are scarce but obtainable in nearGem condition. Soft mint luster radiates beneath shades of deep steel-gray patina. PCGS Price Guide...$5000.
Only six finer known. Shades of cobalt-blue, olive-green, and violet color the obverse. The reverse exhibits golden hues
overall, with areas of plum and teal at the extreme outer edges. PCGS Price Guide...$8000
This Premium Gem is sharply detailed with wispy gold and pale blue toning on its ivory surfaces. Both sides have brilliant mint
luster. PCGS Price Guide...$10,000. Numismedia...$12,060.
Lovely golden-brown, blue-green, and lavender-gray toning encompasses both sides. The lustrous surfaces appear pristine
and the strike is sharp. PCGS Price Guide...$3750
The 1902-O Barber half dollar was a workhorse of commercial channels. Mint State survivors are generally scarce, and Gems
are rare. This piece shows beautifully preserved, frosty luster cast in lovely orange-gold, lavender, and champagne-gray hues.

This wonderfully original example exhibits blended highlights of cobalt blue, olive-russet and antique gold iridescence to
dominant pearl gray patina. Both sides are sharply struck with bountiful mint luster in a softly frosted texture. PCGS Price
Guide...$8,000
$6,600 Low-Mintage Issue, Few Are Finer. This Premium Gem displays pleasing luster, and the coin is sharply struck. Orange-gold
patina with bluish and lavender accents enhance the coin's eye appeal, as do the nicely preserved surfaces. CAC endorsement
affirms the above-average quality. PCGS Price Guide in MS66...$8000. In MS67...$24,000.
$4,200 This CAC-endorsed Gem is well-preserved with light golden toning. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$4,500; in MS66...$6,750
$4,800 The 1905-O is surprisingly scarce in Mint State. Such coins, when encountered, typically grade MS62 to MS64. Premium Gems
are very rare. The present Registry Set prize is well struck with lustrous, unmarked surfaces with rich apple-green and plumred patination. PCGS Price Guide...$6750.
$12,500 Dazzling Luster. Finest Known at NGC. It yields luminous, shimmering luster, brilliant across both sides aside from a tinge of
light golden color in the centers. The sheer quality of the preservation and luster dazzles the eye. NGC Price Guide...$16,800.
$4,100

This well struck Barber Half is rarely seen in Gem or better. The surfaces have deep uniform toning of powder-blue, peachorange, lavender, and violet-gray iridescence, providing this Gem Barber half with great visual quality. NGC Price
Guide...$4100.
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3762203

6511 1907-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65

$7,700

3636921

6514 1908-O Barber Half Dollar -- NGC MS67

$8,250

3997909

6515 1908-S Barber Half Dollar -- NGC MS66+ (Star)

$7,500

3700810

6520 1910-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65

$3,050

4015103

6526 1912-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65 CAC

3835520

6531 1914-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65

4065116

6543 1896 Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS PR66 CAC

4015207

6570 1917-D Obverse Walking Liberty Half Dollar - NGC MS65

4015301

6577 1919 Walking Liberty Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65+

4065117
6637 1937 Walking LIberty Half Dollar -- PCGS PR66 CAC
1609888002 6639 1939 Walking Liberty Half Dollar -- NGC PF66
SKU
PCGS #
Silver Dollars (All Varieties)
3016808
6858 1795 Centered Draped Bust Dollar, BB-52, B-15 -- NGC UNC Details, CLEANED
4121916

6878 1799 Draped Bust Dollar -- NGC MS61

4121915

6878 1799 Draped Bust Dollar - NGC MS63

3673401
4065118

6887 1800 Bust Dollar -- NGC XF45
7059 1879 Trade Dollar -- PCGS PR64 CAC

4091001
4065119

7060 1880 Trade Dollar -- PCGS PR65
7060 1880 Trade Dollar -- PCGS PR64 CAC

Known as "The scarcest late date of the series in Mint State," you will find Glowing luster emanating from each side of this
gorgeous Gem. A coat of low intensity gold-beige and bluish-gray patination enriches well cared for surfaces. PCGS Price
Guide...$9,500.
Only One Finer Certified at NGC. The eye appeal of this Superb Gem New Orleans Barber half dollar is its primary attribute.
Satin mint luster shines beneath peach-gold and lavender patina on the obverse and ice-blue toning on the reverse. The
portrait and stars are strong. An important condition rarity at this grade level. NGC Price Guide...$10,000
One numerically finer. This Star-designated, Plus-graded Premium Gem is likely the most attractive we have ever seen of this
date around. Both sides showcase vivid sea-green, midnight-blue, and violet border toning around sunset-orange and gold
interiors. The luster is satiny and unabraded. NGC Price Guide...$9000.

Surviving Mint State 1910-S half dollars are dispersed throughout many grades, but those in Gem or better condition are
scarcely seen. The present coin displays frosty mint luster beneath gold, olive-green, and lavender-gray toning. Numismedia
Price Guide...$3970.
$2,800 Only a handful finer at PCGS. Original surfaces toned in varying shades of amber, peach and gold have the look of being
stored in tissue paper for decades. Fully Struck and immaculate fields and devices. Can anyone say, MS-66??? No guarantees,
but we think you will agree! PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$3250. In MS66...$6500
$3,750 This lovely piece displays smooth, virtually unblemished surfaces. The strike is impressively sharp and bright, frosted mint
luster rolls around each side. A small area of mottled lilac and russet patina enhances the lower-right obverse, while
intermittent orange toning visits the reverse periphery. CDN Collectors Price Guide...$5000.
$3,000 Mintage...762. Handsomely toned in a blend of antique copper and sandy-silver, this enchanting Gem also reveals vivid
undertones of iridescent blue, gold, pink and apricot as the coin dips into a light. The strike is full and the eye appeal is
nothing short of extraordinary. PCGS Price Guide in PR66...$3250. In PR67...$3750.
$5,250 Popular Obverse Mintmark Type. Obverse Mintmark Walking Liberty half dollars are always sought-after, representing a twoyear type. In the case of the 1917-D Obverse half, only 765,400 coins were struck and the average example grades around
AU50. This satiny Gem is lightly toned in blushes of gunmetal and olive-gold color, but considerable brilliance remains.
Overall preservation is excellent. NGC Price Guide...$8500.
$9,500 Mostly white. From a small mintage of 962,000 pieces, the 1919 Walking Liberty half dollar is an elusive Philadelphia Mint
issue, especially in high grade. This spectacular Gem exhibits well-detailed design elements. The well-preserved, lustrous
surfaces are enhanced with a touch toning that adds to the strong eye appeal. PCGS Price Guide in MS65(Plus)..$10,500. In
MS66...$21,500.
$875
PCGS Price Guide in PR66...$900. In PR67...$1600.
$600
...
Price
Description
$29,500 The centered bust variety is slightly scarcer than the uncentered bust, and both are important rarities in Mint State grade.
NGC Price Guide in MS60...$53,500
$22,000 Bowers Die State III-IV. A crack descends through the TES in STATES, but no radial crack is present through the O in OF. A
crisply struck and unworn example with noticeably prooflike fields, although undesignated as such by NGC. The medium
gunmetal-gray surfaces reveal aquamarine borders and straw-gold centers when the piece is rotated beneath a light. The
upper-right reverse displays moderate adjustment marks (as struck), prominent only on the cloud beneath the F in OF. Both
sides are uncommonly free from abrasions. The present lot ranks among the finest examples of BB-163. NGC Price
Guide...$24,750.
$55,000 7x6 Stars, B-12, BB-160, R.3, MS63 NGC. Bowers Die State III. Just a beautiful coin. The obverse fields display bright
semiprooflikeness and frosted devices beneath intense gold toning that deepens to russet and pale blue at the border. The
reverse also has frosty luster with considerable silver-gray, intermingled with gold, sea-green, and lilac toning. NGC Price
guide...$65,500
$3,850 …
$3,600 Mintage...$1541. PCGS Price Guide in PR64...$3750. In PR65...$6750. A rose-gray patina covers both sides of this near-Gem
with areas of reflectivity visible on both the obverse and reverse. Closer examination reveals copper-orange, sky-blue, fuchsia,
and red colors.
$5,900 Mintage..1987; PCGS Price Guide...$6,750
$3,600 From 1879 to 1885, all Trade dollars were struck as Proof only for collectors. This 1880 is a VERY Choice example, totally
original in every way. Wonderfully watery mirrors shimmer and reflect in the fields from below a layer of rich patina. The tone
is a handsome melange of variegated blues, greens, purples, with some rose and gold highlights. The mirrored fields are
exceptionally clean and the devices are razor sharp in definition, imparting a bold visual allure. PCGS Pride Guide in
PR64...$3750. In PR65...$6750.
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4063802

7060 1880 Trade Dollar -- NGC PF67

3551116
3596402
4079108

7068 1881-S Morgan Dollar -- NGC MS67
7130 1881-S Morgan Dollar -- NGC MS64
7156 1884-S Morgan Dollar -- NGC MS62+

4065120
4016701
4027901

7164 1885-S Morgan Dollar -- PCGS MS65 CAC
97171 1886-S Morgan Dollar -- PCGS MS65 DMPL
7192 1889-O Morgan Dollar -- PCGS MS65 CAC

4017207
3810106

7228 1894 Morgan Dollar -- PCGS MS65
7244 1896-S Morgan Dollar -- PCGS MS64+

38945383

7272 1901 Morgan Dollar -- PCGS MS63 CAC

3989301

7272 1901 Morgan Dollar -- PCGS MS63+ CAC

4077609

7322 1887 Morgan Dollar -- PCGS PR66

4061015

7338 1903 Morgan Dollar -- NGC PF68

SKU
4065121

PCGS #
Classic Commemorative Gold
7443 1903 LA Purchase, Jefferson -- PCGS MS67 CAC

4128002
3774303
3965901
4061109
4128003
4043403a
4128004
3740501a

7443
7444
7444
7444
7444
7444
7447
7448

1903 Jefferson G$1 -- NGC MS66
1903 LA Purchase, McKinley G$1 -- NGC MS65
1903 LA Purchase, McKinley G$1 -- NGC MS65
1903 LA Purchase McKinley G$1 -- NGC MS67
1903 McKinley G$1 -- PCGS MS66 CAC
1903 McKinley G$1 -- NGC MS64 CAC
1916 McKinley G$1 -- NGC MS67
1905 Lewis & Clark G$1 -- PCGS MS66

4043406

7449 1915-S Pan Pac G$1 -- PCGS MS64 CAC

$15,750 Mintage...1987. None Numerically Finer at either service. Stunning tones and extremely sharp strike with fully squared rims.
The obverse and reverse fields both exhibit incredible reflectivity, and show no evidence of any contact. The original multicolored toning is breathtaking; beginning as rose-gold in the centers, and progressing through violet-blue towards the
peripheries, the color is spectacular and spellbinding. NGC Price Guide...$21,950.
$710
Blazing White
$110
Cool toning,
$25,000 Blazing White. Bright and lustrous. For the grade, this 1884-S Morgan dollar is quite spectacular. Incredibly radiant cartwheel
luster on each side adds to the eye appeal. This is a well-struck coin, deservedly receiving a plus designation. Quality such as
this for the MS62 grade level is rarely seen on any Morgan dollar. It is especially significant for this coin since it is an 1884-S, a
semikey date that is elusive in this grade regardless of eye appeal. NGC Price Guide..$21,800. In MS63...$48,500.
$2,050 Blazing White. PCGS Pride Guide in MS65...$1350. In MS66...$4000
$25,000 Blazing White. Pop 3, None Finer. PCGS Price Guide...$30,000
$4,750 Mostly White with a touch of attractive toning around the rim. The 89-O dollar is a date that rarely comes nice, and like other
O mints of the era, it is conditionally rare in GEM grades. A strong frosty mint luster gleams with a strong vibrance over the
brilliant surfaces. Well struck and exceptionally clean, this GEM is a real MS65, as proven by the CAC endorsement. PCGS
Price Guide in MS65...$2,600; in MS66...$20,000
$32,000 Blazing White. Old Blue Holder. Only 5 finer. PCGS Price Guide...$37,500
$5,750 Mostly White with a little toning around the rim. The 1896-S Morgan dollar is a challenging issue in the higher ranges of Mint
State, as most examples circulated heavily in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. If the plus grade signifies this coin is in
the top 30% of those in this date and grade are certified by PCGS then this piece is well undervalued on our wholesale price.
PCGS Price Guide in MS64...$5000. In MS65...$12,000
$19,500 Semi-Key Date. Nice and white. The strike is strong with bold hair definition PCGS Price Guide in MS63...$11,000. In
MS64...$60,000.
$22,500 Just right for an advanced Morgan dollar set, this 1901 offers conditionally rare Choice Uncirculated preservation as well as
very vivid toning. Wisps of iridescent powder blue adorn the peripheries and give way to pinkish-rose and champagne-pink
toward the centers. The most intense toning is reserved for the reverse border, while the center on that side is close to
brilliant. Frosty luster and bold to sharp striking detail are also noted. The 1901 is the scarcest Philadelphia Mint Morgan
dollar in Mint State, and the present offering is a rare find in today's market. PCGS Price Guide...in MS63...$11,000. In
MS64...$60,000
$6,500 Mintage...710. Rarely seen this fine. This proof Margan shows considerable field-device contrast, and each side. The strike is
full, and the obverse displays sea-green and yellow-gold toning overall with a rose and aquamarine crescent along the left
periphery. The reverse has vivid blue, gold, and plum peripheral toning around a warm sun-orange interior. PCGS Price
Guide...$8,000.
$17,500 Mintage...755. Virtually Flawless, Attractively Toned. The eye appeal and technical quality of this piece are simply
unsurpassed. The lavender-rose, blue, and lemon-gold patina that covers each side allows the flashy underlying fields to be
fully appreciated. There is zero contact marks on either side of this Superb Gem. It is difficult to discern where the coin lost
any points. Although the existence of a flawless PR70 example is almost inconceivable, this piece comes close. NGC Price
Guide...$25,500.
Price
Description
$3,000 None Finer at PCGS. Only 17,500 Louisiana Purchase gold dollars were struck with the bust of Thomas Jefferson, who was
president at the time the vast land deal was consummated. An equal number of commemorative gold dollars were issued
with the bust of recently assassinated president, William McKinley. This is a magnificent specimen of the Jefferson variant,
with orange and yellow-gold surfaces that radiate vibrant mint luster throughout. The design elements are razor-sharp and
the eye appeal is terrific. PCGS Pride Guide in PR67(Plus)...$5500.
$1,050 ...
$950
...
$950
Nice and bright GEM piece.
$1,800 Only a handful finer at NGC. NGC Price Guide...$2700
$1,100 Brilliantly preserved and razor sharp. Well deserving of the CAC designation.
$715
NGC Price Guide in MS64...$725. In MS65...$925.
$1,850 ...
$7,950 Only 4 finer certified by PCGS. This is the scarcer of the two Lewis and Clark gold dollar issues. Gleaming orange-gold surfaces
and boldly struck devices characterize this impressive Premium Gem. PCGS Price guide...$14,000.
$750
Price Guide in MS64...$650. In MS65 $1000.
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4015104

7451 1915-S Pan Pac Round -- NGC MS63

3987501

7452 1915-S Pan Pac $50 Octagonal - PCGS MS63

3505414
3742701
3616005
3841808
4028406
4043407
4128005
3811507
3994803
3840608
4065203
4065204
3705806

7454
7454
7454
7454
7454
7454
7454
7454
7455
7455
7455
7455
7458

1916 McKinley G$1 -- PCGS MS64
1916 McKinley G$1 -- PCGS MS66 CAC
1916 McKinley G$1 -- PCGS MS66
1916 McKinley G$1 - NGC MS65
1916 McKinley G#$1 -- PCGS MS67
1916 McKinley G$1 -- PCGS MS64 CAC
1904 Lewis & Clark G$1 -- NGC MS67
1916 McKinley G$1 -- NGC MS66
1917 McKinley G$1 -- PCGS MS63
1917 McKinley G$1 -- PCGS MS64
1917 McKinley G$1 -- NGC MS65 CAC
1917 McKinley G$1 -- PCGS MS65 CAC
1922 Grant No Star G$1 -- PCGS MS66

3774301
4028407
4028408
4065208

7458
7458
7458
7458

1922 Grant No Star G$1 -- PCGS MS64
1922 G$1 Grant, No Star -- PCGS MS67
1922 G$1 Grant -- NGC MS67
1922 Grant No Star G$1 -- NGC MS65 CAC

3812303

7459 1922 Grant With Star G$1 -- PCGS MS64

4080401
4065210
4128001
SKU
4015302
3877301

7466
7466
7466
PCGS #
7517
7531

1926 $2.5 Sesquicentennial -- PCGS MS64
1926 Sesquicentennial $2.5 -- PCGS MS64 CAC
1926 $2.5 Sesquicentennial -- NGC MS65
Gold Dollars (All Varieties)
1852 Liberty Head Gold Dollar -- PCGS MS64
1854 G$1 Type 2 -- PCGS MS64

$79,500 Mintage...483. Impressive to say the least. There‚Äôs nothing like holding this hefty $50 ‚Äúslug" and feeling the weight of
nearly 2.5 ounces of gold. This issue is the largest gold coin ever struck by the US Mint. The aesthetics of the design are
accentuated by rolling cartwheel luster highlighted by orange peel overtones. The surfaces are mark-free. The renown and
fame of this magnificent piece has only increased over time. The obverse features the helmeted head of Athena and the owl,
a symbol of wisdom is prominently featured on the reverse. Nice Price Guide Play. NGC Price Guide...$105,000.
$82,500 Only 645 Exist. Sharply struck and lustrous. The 1915-S fifty dollar gold coins issued in conjunction with the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition in San Francisco have captivated collectors for more than a century. There is no denying their place
among the most sought-after issues in American coinage. The Octagonal often spurs collectors to put together Pan-Pac sets of
the more affordable silver half dollar, gold dollar, and gold two and a half dollar coins -- with the hope that someday a large
fifty dollar gold piece will take its place among them. This is a wonderful opportunity to obtain one of the famous Octagonal
representatives, of which only 645 exist. PCGS Price Guide...$87,500
$675
Older blue holder.
$1,350 ...
$1,250 PCGS Price Guide...$1,100. NGC Price Guide...$1,875.
$750
Flashy GEM Gold Commemorative.
$2,200 None Numerically Finer at PCGS
$690
PCGS Price Guide in MS64...$575. In MS65 $850.
$8,500 ...
$975
Nice fresh and original premium gem. NGC Price Guide...$1875.
$575
...
$625
PCGS Price Guide...$770
$1,080 NGC Price Guide in MS65...$1050. In MS66...$1350.
$1,080 PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$800. In MS66...$1650.
$1,675 Mintage...5000. The outstanding golden-yellow surfaces of this premium Gem example are enhanced by a bold strike and
intense satin luster. This is a lovely representative of the No Star Grant Memorial commemorative gold dollar. PCGS Price
Guide...$2250.
$1,050 Mintage...5000; PCGS Price Guide...$1,350
$2,400 PCGS Price Guide...$2,800; One Numerically Finer at PCGS
$2,400 NGC Price Guide...$3,300
$1,800 From a mintage of merely 5-thousand pieces, a surprising number of "very gem" and better examples survive, yet the type
remains very popular with collectors. This is a steadfast, beautifully frosted example, with both sides oozing with eye-appeal,
taking advantage of medium yellow presence that's well-struck. NGC Price Guide in MS65...$1580. In MS66...$2100.
$1,400

Mintage...5016. A small incuse star in the right obverse field denotes the more plentiful Grant gold dollar in high grade. This
Choice example is ideal for type purposes. Sharp definition on Grant's hair and the cabin complement bright straw-gold
luster, with no distracting abrasions seen. PCGS Price Guide...$1700
$575
...
$710
PCGS Price Guide in MS64...$550. In MS65...$1250.
$1,350 ...
Price
Description
$920
Flashy little gold dollar
$6,750 An outstanding coin for the grade, showing luminous orange-gold luster with lavender and peach hues that attest to obvious
originality of color. PCGS Price Guide...$8000.
$12,500 Pop 2. One finer. With a mintage of 3,500 circulation strikes and 30 proofs, the 1872 gold dollar is often found with reflective
surfaces and well-contrasted devices. This Superb Gem example stands out in both regards, with gleaming, mirror-like fields
and pinpoint-sharp, frosted devices. This MS67 Prooflike coin ranks near the top of the circulation strike survivors, with
wonderfully preserved honey-gold surfaces and dazzling eye appeal. No NGC Price Guide Information available.

4015201

7572 1872 Liberty Gold Dollar -- NGC MS67PL

3941407

7589 1888 G$1 -- NGC MS67 CAC

$3,900

Frequently saved by both collectors and speculators, the 1888 gold dollar is often well-preserved and popular in its highest
Uncirculated grades. This Superb Gem example displays frosted, fully struck surfaces and exceptional eye appeal. Mint luster
flows across vibrant, rich-gold surfaces. NGC Price Guide in MS67...$3,200; in MS68...$19,500; Four Finer at NGC

4061008

7638 1888 G$1 -- NGC PF65+ Cameo

$7,900

Mintage...1079. Extremely deep mirrors surround thickly frosted devices of this rich, orange-gold dollar. The strike is full and
detailed and appears in strong relief against the mirrored fields. This piece was awarded NGC's Plus designation for
outstanding eye appeal. NGC Price Guide...$12,750
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SKU
4121917
4121918

PCGS #
$2.5 Gold Quarter Eagles
7650 1802 $2.5 Capped Bust Right -- NGC MS61
7656 1807 $2.5 Capped Bust Right -- NGC MS61

4121919

7663 1824/1 $2.5 Capped Bust Left -- NGC MS61

4042007

7762 1851-O $2.5 Liberty -- NGC MS61

4042008
3989311

7796 1862 $2.5 Liberty -- NGC AU53
7824 1876 $2.5 Liberty Head -- PCGS MS62

4044711
4017108
4121920

7848 1896 $2.5 Liberty -- PCGS MS64
7857 1905 $2.5 Liberty -- NGC MS66 CAC
7924 1898 $2.5 LIberty -- NGC PF66CA

4015202

7928 1902 $2.5 Liberty Head -- NGC PF66

4015203

7929 1903 $2.5 Liberty Head -- PF66

4018501

7929 1903 $2.5 Liberty -- PCGS PR67

3839710

7931 1905 $2.5 Liberty -- NGC PF66 CAC

4061016

87932 1906 $2.5 Liberty -- NGC PF66 Cameo

3715201a
3715201

7943 1911-D $2.5 Indian -- PCGS AU Details
7943 1911-D $2.50 Indian Strong D -- PCGS AU58

Price
Description
$27,500 Mintage...3035. 175 to 225 known. A lustrous greenish-gold quarter eagle. NGC Price Guide...$35,000
$27,500 Mintage...6812. 250 to 350 known. Bass-Dannreuther Die State a/b. 1807 is the final year for the Capped Bust Right type,
which had ruled the denomination since its 1796 debut. No abrasions on this sun-gold Mint State example and the eye
appeal exceeds the numerical grade. Portions of the obverse field appear semiprooflike. NGC Price Guide...$38,000.
$33,000 Bass-Dannreuther Die State a/a. Mintage...2600. It's estimated only about 40 to 60 pieces are known. The entire production
was struck from a single die pair, fashioned from a leftover 1821 obverse die and paired with a reverse of 1821. The fraction
numerals are distant from the fraction bar. This 1824/1 shows a mere trace of an underdigit 1, which appears as a tine off the
diagonal of 4. PCGS and NGC report just 50 certified from the mintage, most in circulated grades. Mint State examples are
scarce. This MS61 example displays vibrant, sun-gold color and remnants of prooflike surface, particularly on the obverse.
NGC Price Guide...$41,750.
$3,750 Mint State 1851-O quarter eagles are rarely available. This piece retains soft, satiny mint luster and natural olive-gold patina.
Trends...$6000
$1,600 This is a well-detailed AU representative. CW Trends...$2750
$6,000 Mintage...4170. Only Two finer known at PCGS. This semi-prooflike example exhibits reflective fields and satiny, boldly to
sharply struck design elements. A rare and significant Mint State survivor from a paltry mintage of only 4,176 pieces struck
during the United States' Centennial year. PCGS Price Guide...$6250.
$890
Fresh, bright and original Quarter Eagle in an older PCGS powder blue holder. PCGS Price Guide...$1000
$1,500 NGC Price Guide in MS66...$1600. In MS67...$2800.
$15,500 Mintage...165. JD-1, R.4. A razor-sharp specimen with splendid, vibrant orange-gold patina. The device-to-field contrast is
significant. The surfaces appear pristine save for delicate field contact near star 3. Only 165 proofs were struck, and many
were eventually spent by families during hard times. Examples of the present quality are highly desirable. NGC Price
Guide...$24,300
$15,500 Mintage...193. First Year of the All-Brilliant Finish. JD-1, R.4. The 1902 quarter eagle recorded 193 proofs struck (all from a
single pair of dies), of which 120 to 140 pieces are estimated to have survived today. This year also marked the Mint's brief
experimentation with the all-brilliant (no contrast) finish for not only proof gold, but indeed proofs of all denominations and
metals. While proof quarter eagles from this year are generally available in lower grades they are a challenge to locate in
premium condition. This is a bright yellow-gold example whose surfaces are essentially flawless. The strike definition is
complete throughout. NGC Price Guide...$25,500
$15,500 Mintage...197. Scarcer JD-2 Variety. High R.5. A generous mintage of 197 proof Liberty quarter eagles was achieved at the
Philadelphia Mint in 1903, with the coins delivered in quarterly batches of 96, 22, 27, and 52 pieces. Two different die pairs
were used to strike the proofs this year. The coin offered here represents the scarcer JD-2 variety, with the date positioned
farther to the right and the 1 farther from the dentils. John Dannreuther estimates the surviving population of JD-2 at 40-60
examples in all grades. The Mint switched to an "all-brilliant" finish for proofs the year before, with minimal frosting of the
design elements and little field/device contrast. The present coin is a spectacular Premium Gem, with razor-sharp definition
on all design elements and deeply mirrored fieldst. The well-preserved orange-gold surfaces add to the outstanding eye
appeal. NGC Price Guide...$24,500.
$23,000 Mintage...197. Finest Known at PCGS. R.4. Ex: Simpson. A fully struck specimen with seamless reflective fields. Blushes of
orange toning appear on the portrait and date, as well as portions of the borders. Blatant cameo contrast is displayed by the
stars, legends, eagle, and curls. Despite a mintage of just 197 pieces, two die pairings are known for the proof 1903 quarter
eagle. They are distinguished by slightly different date positions. Also, on JD-1, the lower loop of the 9 in the date is lightly
repunched. PCGS Price Guide...$38,000
$18,500 Mintage...144. Brilliant proofs were in vogue at the Mint in 1905, with few proofs struck with substantial contrast between
the fields and devices. Mirrorlike radiance gleams from bright, glassy fields of this Premium Gem example. Together, NGC
and PCGS report a mere eight finer specimens than the present CAC-endorsed PR66 example. NGC Price guide...$22,700.
$16,900 Mintage...160. This Premium Gem proof 1906 quarter eagle displays superlative preservation over sparkling canary-yellow
surfaces with considerable contrast between the fields and devices. Only 160 proofs were minted, among which few are
certified in Cameo or Ultra/Deep Cameo designations. Offered at well below the NGC price guide, this coin is an exceptional
value. NGC Price Guide...$23,000.
P.O.R. Priced upon Request. Key Date...Value Priced.
$3,950 The 1911-D quarter eagle is the absolute key to the Indian Head series in all grades. The purchase of a nice near-Mint 1911-D
quarter eagle will put any collector well on the road to completing this short, collectible series. This Strong D piece displays
even golden-yellow color. PCGS Price Guide...$5000.
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3616901

7943 1911-D $2.5 Indian Strong D -- PCGS MS61

$6,750

3989313

7951 1927 $2.5 Indian -- PCGS MS65

$1,750

SKU
4077605

PCGS #
$3 Gold Pieces
8000 1878 $3 Princess -- PCGS MS66

Price
$15,500

SKU
39636997

PCGS #
$5 Gold Half Eagles
8078 1798 $5 Capped Bust Large Eagle, 13 Star Reverse -- PCGS MS61

Price
$29,500

4017109
4061017

4042405

8084 1803/2 Draped Bust $5 Half Eagle -- NGC AU58
8102 1808 Capped Head $5 Half Eagle Sharp -- NGC MS62

507601 1812 Capped Bust $5 (Wide 5) - NGC MS64

$9,500
$13,750

$33,000

4017110

8119 1818 $5 Capped Bust Half Eagle -- PCGS AU55

$17,500

3988500

8133 1825/4/1 Capped Head $5 Half Eagle -- PCGS MS61 CAC

$115,000

4122001

8157 1833 Capped Head Left 5 Large Date -- PCGS MS61

$57,500

44028609

8270 1856-S $5 Liberty SS Central America & Pinch of Gold -- PCGS AU58

$5,000

4017111
SKU
4122002

8408 1903-S $5 Half Eagle -- NGC MS65 CAC
PCGS #
$10 Gold Eagles
8564 1801 $10 Capped Bust Eagle -- NGC AU58

$2,500
Price
$18,500

4028801
4061020

8564 1801 $10 Capped Bust -- PCGS MS62
8564 1801 Draped Bust $10 Eagle -- NGC MS63

$33,000
$48,500

3988510

8565 1803 Draped Bust $10 Eagle Small Stars Reverse - NGC MS63

$59,000

4072002

8745 1900 $10 Liberty -- NGC MS64

P.O.R.

This well-detailed example has satiny olive-gold mint luster with only light field marks that limit the grade. The coloration is
original and the mintmark is bold on this piece, a collector-grade example of the series key issue.
PQ Green Rattler! This lovely piece exhibits a dusting of pinkish-rose toning to otherwise orange-apricot surfaces. Fully
frosted in finish with a razor sharp strike, this is an impressive Gem Uncirculated example of both the type and issue.
Description
Rich, Shimmering Mint Frost. This piece is awash in shimmering orange-gold luster over frosty surfaces. Liberty's hair curls
and the wreath bow knot exhibit nice definition for the type, and the surfaces are do not show any noticeable flaws. A
visually impressive example of this popular three dollar gold type. NGC Price Guide...$22,400.
Description
Large Eagle, Large 8, 13 Stars Reverse, BD-4, High R.4. Any half eagle of this date in Uncirculated condition is extremely rare.
This one has frosty yellow-gold luster illuminates the surfaces. PCSG Price guide is $32,500.
An eye-appealing, high-grade representative from a surviving population of 125 to 175 coins. NGC Price Guide...$13,750
Wide 5D, Early Die State. This coin is vibrant with a few light abrasions consistent for the grade, and it is clearly Mint State. A
sharp strike exists throughout both obverse and reverse, illuminated by attractive, frosted mint luster. The reverse is
especially well-struck. There are no adjustment marks or heavy abrasions. Gleaming rich-gold color streams across each side
for exceptional eye appeal. NGC Price Guide...$17,200.
BD-1, R.3, MS64 NGC. The Wide 5D variety offered here is the usually encountered variety for the date that is the final issue of
the Capped Bust design. This is a splendid representative with frosty light yellow-gold luster and bold design elements. Light
adjustment marks are evident on Liberty's face and the left obverse border. NGC Price Guide...$46,000
75 to 90 known. Bright luster around the devices illuminates orange-gold surfaces. This high end type coin is worthy of
inclusion in either a great type or early $5 set. The surfaces on this fresh coin are exceedingly clean and smooth. A
surprisingly strong luster illuminates the lightly toned peripheries on both sides. Miss Liberty and the details are well
struck. The eye appeal is wonderful! PCGS Price Guide...$21,500
25 to 30 Known. Rare Guide Book Overdate. This early die state example lacks any evidence of clashing or lapping. From a
nominal mintage of 29,060 pieces, the 1825 Capped Head Left half eagle is an elusive issue, with three die varieties known for
the date. This example displays a rich olive-gold hue and is notable for a full strike. This piece represents very nice quality for
the grade, and the fact that it has been approved by CAC is further evidence that it is wholesome and appealing. There are
just five 1825/4/1 half eagles graded higher than MS61 at PCGS and it is likely that most will not be available to advanced
collectors for many years to come. PCGS Price Guide in MS61...$85,000. In MS62...$115,000.
This coin represents the BD-1 variety, with the Large Date obverse. The surfaces are bright and the fields semi-reflective.
Even, light reddish-yellow color is seen over each side of this rarely seen Capped Head issue.. The actual size difference of
the digits in the Small Date and Large Date variants is just barely distinguishable, but the style of the number punches is
distinctly different. The 3s on the Large Date have pronounced knobs and the 8 is more blocklike rather than the italic (or
belted) style seen on the Small Date. The BD-1 is a rare variety, with a surviving population of just 35-45 examples in all
grades. PCGS Price Guide...$77,500.
This near-Mint example offers partially lustrous honey-gold surfaces and well-detailed motifs. This shipwreck coin, pedigreed
by PCGS, is from the S.S. Central America and has been graded by PCGS as AU-53. This extremely rare coin includes a Pinch of
California Gold Dust and is Top Pop for this date from the wreckage! Order comes with beautiful display box along with a
certificate of authenticity from PCGS.
Old NGC Holder. Bright and lustrous CAC coin. CDN Price Guide...$2750.
Description
BD-2, R.2, AU58 NGC. Bass-Dannreuther Die State a/a. This die pairing is plentiful among early gold issues with a survivorship
estimated to exceed 600 coins. Nonetheless, type collector demand for high-grade pieces keeps top-end AU coins and
examples in Mint State highly sought-after. This example shows smooth, satiny surfaces with luster in the fields. Pleasing
greenish-gold coloration adorns the barely worn devices and fields. NCG Price Guide...$20,600
PCGS Price Guide...$35,000
Intense satin to semi-reflective surfaces are adorned with vivid medium gold patina. The strike is well centered on the
planchet, both sides with full, uniform denticulation around the borders. Sharply defined over the focal features, the
individual strands of Liberty's and the eagle's breast feathers are particularly noteworthy for their crispness. NGC Price
Guide...$60,500.
None finer at NGC. Scarce Early Gold Type Coin. Bass-Dannreuther Die State c/d. All six die varieties of 1803 tens share the
same obverse die, but their reverses differ. The 1803 is a scarce date, and typically found in XF to AU grades. This select Mint
State example is much nicer than most survivors. The strike is consistent throughout, and the canary-gold surfaces are smooth
and teeming with luster. NGC Price Guide...$68,500. PCGS Price Guide...$75,000.
Call for price. Nice fresh and original near gem gold eagle.
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4042017
4098501
4062105

8748 1901-O $10 LIberty -- PCGS MS63
8868 1911 $10 Indian -- PCGS MS63
8869 1911-D $10 Indian -- PCGS MS61

$3,650
P.O.R.
$6,300

4062105a

8869 1911-D $10 Indian -- NGC AU58

$4,750

SKU
4028608

PCGS #
$20 Gold Double Eagles
8919 1856-S $20 Liberty SS Central America & Pinch of Gold -- PCGS MS61

4028604

8934 1861-O $20 LIberty -- NGC AU53

4068601

8945 1866-S No Motto $20 LIberty -- NGC MS61

3988504

9044 1903-S $20 Liberty -- PCGS MS65

4061021

9135 1907 $20 Saint High Relief Wire Rim -- NGC MS65

4063801

9135 1907 $20 Saint High Relief, Wire Rim -- NGC MS65

4129713

9170 1920 $29 Saint Gaudens -- NGC MS64

SKU
3719819

3870702
3616001
4061107
4043908
3717804
SKU

PCGS #
Classic Silver Commemoratives
9220 1893 Isabella Quarter -- PCGS MS65

9220
9224
9224
9324

1893 Isabella Quarter -- PCGS MS66
1921 Alabama Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65
1921 Alabama Half Dollar -- NGC MS66
1936 Lynchburg Half Dollar -- PCGS MS67 CAC

9335 1938 New Rochelle -- PCGS MS67
PCGS #
Interesting Patterns & Medals

Price
$8,500

Satiny mint luster and good definition contribute to the appeal of this Select New Orleans eagle. CW Trends...$3650
Call for Price.
A mintage of 30,100 coins stands as the lowest total among regular-issue Indian Head eagles and ensures the key-date
status of the 1911-D. This example exhibits scattered marks and broken mint luster in the fields typical of an MS61
representative, but it boasts a strong strike and bright lustrous gold color that collectors will appreciate. PCGS Price
Guide...$11,000.
Low survivorship in mint condition makes this issue a condition rarity among all 20th century gold coins -- not only within
the ten dollar Indian series. It is also the lowest-mintage eagle, and scarce in all grades. This example is in near-Mint
condition, with yellow-gold color. NGC Price Guide...$6750.
Description
A bright, lustrous example of this date -- which is famous for being among the coins recovered from the S.S. Central America.
The SS Central America was a paddle steamboat that sailed between various countries in Central America and New York and
other ports along the East Coast of the US. During a hurricane the ship sunk, losing the lives of 420 passengers and crew. Also
lost was more than 30,000 pounds of gold coins and bars. The coins remained beneath the Atlantic Ocean off the Carolinas for
the next 130 years. This extremely rare coin includes a pinch of California Gold Dust and comes with a beautiful display box
along with a certificate of authenticity from PCGS. CW Trends...$11,000

$55,000 Rare Civil War Issue. The surfaces are quite nice. This example has vivid gold color with hints of lighter yellow, and plenty of
remaining luster. The aesthetic appeal is spot on for a coin in this grade, making this an extremely desirable rarity. CW
Trends...About $72,500. NGC Price Guide...$64,000
$185,000 None Finer at NGC. Truly a landmark mint state double eagle. A satiny texture and bright honey-orange patina round out
an impressive list of physical attributes for this key date coin. Most specimens are found in VF or EF condition with AU
examples quite rare. It has been written that "a strictly graded EF is very rare and, above that level, the 1866-S No Motto is
excessively rare and, for all practical purposes, unavailable." This coin is an extraordinary stand-out survivor and a
landmark specimen of one of the most challenging issues for the series. NGC Price Guide...$200,000
$13,500 PCGS lists only 18 coins this fine, with none in higher grades (6/20). Only three PCGS coins in MS65 have been sold in auction
over the last decade. Although quantities of the date are available in average condition, gem examples are quite rare. This
particular coin displays shimmering, frosty mint luster that cascades across each side in warm orange-gold, yellow, and pale
rose hues. Sharp design elements and exceptional preservation further add to the eye appeal. A clear rarity, among the finest
known of the date. PCGS Price Guide...$15,000.
$36,000 This Gem example fully demonstrates the High Relief's enduring popularity. The surfaces are bright and satiny and the strike is
complete in all areas. The fin, or Wire Rim, is well-pronounced. DID YOU KNOW? Only 12,367 High Relief double eagles were
struck in 1907, from a design by esteemed American sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens. Fortunately, the issue enjoyed a high
survival rate, as the coins were never released into circulation. Although most of the mintage was sent to Subtreasuries for
regular distribution, Mint and Treasury officials snapped up the coins as soon as they were shipped and sold them to VIPs and
coin dealers at a steep markup. Roger W. Burdette estimates the surviving population at about 8,000 examples in all grades
today. NGC Price Guide...$44,000
$36,000 This Gem example fully demonstrates the High Relief's enduring popularity. The surfaces are bright and satiny with no contact
marks and the strike is complete in all areas. The fin, or Wire Rim, is all there on this beautiful piece. NGC Price
Guide...$44,000.
$3,600 Beautiful rose-orange patina and full mint luster blanket both sides of this endearing coin. Attractive and highly desirable
Choice Mint State quality for this legendary condition rarity in the Saint-Gaudens double eagle series. NGC Price
Guide...$4700.
Price
Description
$1,150 A base of antique silver patina is enlivened by wisps of olive-copper (obverse) and champagne-pink (reverse) iridescence.
Outstanding Gem preservation for this classic commemorative type, with a razor sharp strike and full mint luster to boot.
PCGS Price Guide...$1700.
$1,750 PCGS Price Guide in MS66...$2,250; in MS67...$5,500; Attractive Toning
$875
Nice mostly white Gem. Numismedia Retail...$1290.
$1,450 NGC Price Guide...$2300
$1,150 A conditionally challenging Superb Gem example, and particularly important with its CAC label. Only one numerically finer at
PCGS. No price guide information available.
$975
Medium-light attractive Toning around the rims.
Price
Description
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9990005

9991840

4042302

3989303

3879718

4129709

11217 1836 Gobrecht Dollar (J-58) -- NGC PF64

$95,000 Gobrecht-designed dollars were struck in 1836 to reintroduce the denomination to a new generation. The strike details are
full with complete hair definition. All the eagle‚Äôs breast feathers are completely articulated on the reverse. The
production of 18 pieces for the Name Below Base is an apocryphal mintage that is traceable to Edward Cogan in 1867. While
no exact mintage is known for this issue, judging from the number of survivors known somewhere around 60 to 100 pieces
were probably made. As with all Gobrecht dollars, they were struck in proof format and most likely struck twice to bring up
high point definition. This is a stunning Judd-58. The fields are brightly mirrored and devoid of any noticeable contact marks.
As mentioned above, the striking definition is strong. The foot of Liberty is the usual place to look for fullness of strike on a
Gobrecht dollar, and here it has medal-like clarity of detail. The centers are brilliant with light golden toning encircling the
margins. Mintage...probably 60 to 100.
11478 Undated (1840) P25C Quarter Dollar Master Die Impression, Judd-110,
$100,000 UNIQUE. Regarded in the past as a hub impression of the modified Gobrecht Seated Liberty design. We believe this is a trial
Pollock-123, Unique, and Companion White Metal Hub Trial Piece PR64 NGC.
from the master die. This is the With Drapery design that is struck on an oversized planchet. This impression was struck,
according to the Judd book, after Robert M. Patterson asked Robert Ball Hughes to prepare a plaster medallion of Gobrecht's
design for use as the basis for a new hub. The surfaces are bright greenish-brown with oil-slick iridescence in the fields. As
mentioned, some of the brass has flaked away. The companion piece encased in the NGC holder is a uniface hub trial, which
shows a reversed impression of the design. Rarely Traded. Auction record from 2007...$69,000.
511836 1759(1999) Washington Family Home Dollar, J-2185 -- NGC MS64
$3,750 Mintage unknown. Only five certified. The Martha Washington design, previously used to test clad coinage circa 1965, was
revived in 1999 to test "golden" alloys for the pending Sacagawea dollar. Struck in manganese-brass-coated copper-clad metal
with a plain edge. In a Mike Castle signature holder. Lustrous and sharply struck. No Price Guide Information.
515264 "1781" (2004) Libertas Americana Medal -- PCGS Proof-68 DCAM
$5,250 Paris Mint Restrike. Gold. No 0235/1776. 40 mm. 43 grams. As struck with gorgeous golden-orange surfaces that are boldly
contrasted in finish between mirrored fields and frosty design elements. This is a perennially popular design in American
medallic history, represented here by an expertly produced "restrike" from the Paris Mint.

528569 1866-Dated $3 J-C1866-2 Merriam fantasy -- NGC UNC Details
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Undated (ca. 1828) American Plantations Token - Restrike - PCGS MS61

$15,000 UNIQUE. This Enigmatic "1866" Three Dollar Pattern by Joseph H. Merriam displays the Popular Lincoln Portrait Design that
has Unique Gold Striking with a Plain Edge "1866" (1868). The obverse features A bearded bust of President Lincoln facing
right, the motto GOD AND OUR COUNTRY above and the date 1866 below. The Reverse displays a wreath of oak and laurel
surrounding the denomination as a Roman numeral III. Scroll ornamentation is at the top of the wreath, and includes a sixpointed star. Delightful satin to softly frosted surfaces display a sharp to full strike throughout. Even medium gold patina is
evident on both sides. Closer inspection with a loupe reveals light filing here and there around the rims that confirms the
NGC qualifier. This piece is attractive and of the utmost rarity and significance.
$1,350 A pleasing example of the type, both sides exhibit sharp striking detail to the central design elements. Deep pewter gray
patina throughout. The present example is certainly highly desirable.

All information provided is for reference only. Please verify with your own sources when discussing with your customers.
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